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RigLift (UK) Limited is a specialist machinery, plant removal and installation company which supplies 
skilled certificated plant movement labour, light and heavy lifting tackles, lorry loader transport, cranes, 
fork lift and storage facilities to the Electricity, Air conditioning, Mechanical Engineering and Construction 
Industries. 
 
*Our policy is to supply and deliver highly reliable, suitable, efficient and well-maintained plant 
and lifting equipment to the client’s site location on time. We undertake to deliver our services 
with highly competent, skilled and experienced operatives and employees, in order to fulfil our 
contractual obligations, meet client requirements and exceed their expectations. We are 
committed to complying with the requirements of our clients, the requirements of ISO 9001:2015, 
other requirements relevant to our business, and, to continually improve our approach, 
arrangements, processes and performance. 

 
*This policy shall be used to provide a framework for reviewing our objectives which is to deliver our 
services efficiently and to the highest standard by continually improving on our service delivery 
performance, delivering the right services, supplying the right lifting equipment, plant, machinery and 
accessories, using highly competent, experienced, certificated and conscientious employees and 
operatives who turn up on the right site on time, and, carry out the allocated tasks to the total satisfaction of 
our clients. 
 
The Top Management will ensure that this policy is appropriate to the purpose and context of Riglift (UK) 
Ltd and supports its strategic direction. They will always ensure that the policy is communicated, 
understood, implemented and maintained at all levels of Riglift (UK) Limited. 
 
In order to promote the adoption and implementation of the policy, all staff and employees shall be 
encouraged to understand and discharge their individual responsibilities to a degree necessary to ensure 
the effective operation of the Quality Management System. Directors, Managers, Supervisors, Staff and 
employees are responsible for ensuring that the quality of their own work meet the appropriate 
standards. 
 
The Policy shall be communicated to all directors, managers, supervisors, staff and employees as part of 
their induction. Copies of the Policy shall also be displayed within the Company.  
The Top Management, shall ensure that everyone within the organisation is conversant with the 
Company’s Quality Policy and Objectives. 
 
This policy shall be reviewed periodically (at least annually) by the Quality Manager and myself, in order 
to ensure that it is current, suitable and relevant to the company’s business activities.     
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